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The Routledge Companion to Biology in Art and Architecture
collects thirty essays from a transdisciplinary array of experts
on biology in art and architecture. The book presents a
diversity of hybrid art-and-science thinking, revealing how
science and culture are interwoven. The book situates bioart
and bioarchitecture within an expanded field of biology in art,
architecture, and design. It proposes an emergent field of
biocreativity and outlines its historical and theoretical
foundations from the perspective of artists, architects,
designers, scientists, historians, and theoreticians. Includes
over 150 black and white images.
The cave of Lascaux -- the "Sistine Ceiling of the Cave Man"
-- is a spectacular window into the shadowy, powerful animal
world of the Old Stone Age, some 17,000 years ago. The
chance discovery of two boys in France in 1940, the cave
was soon overwhelmed by tourists and in the early 1960s
showed inescapable evidence that its radiant frescoes of
bison, aurochs, horses, and deer were dimming with molds
and fungi generated by bright lights and the warmth and
breath of countless visitors. Lascaux was sealed in 1963 by
the French government, which later commissioned the
distinguished prehistorian and television producer MARLO
RUSPOLI to create a record of its now permanently
inaccessible wonders. In the early 1980s, hemmed in by
infinite precautions, Ruspoli carefully filmed and
photographed Lascaux. Here, complete with discussions of
the content and meaning of the frescoes by Ruspoli and other
experts in prehistoric art, is the thrilling result: the last view of
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the Stone Age life and world of Lascaux.
At the Mogao grottoes, a World Heritage Site near Dunhuang
in the Gobi Desert, generations of Buddhist monks created
hundreds of rock temples. Nearly five hundred of these
grottoes remain, lined with painted clay sculptures and wall
paintings that depict legends, portraits, customs, and the arts
of China over a one-thousand-year period. This volume of
symposium proceedings marks the culmination of the first
phase of the Getty Conservation Institute’s collaborative
project with the State Bureau of Culture Relics of the
People’s Republic of China and the Dunhuang Academy.
Written from an archaeological perspective, Painted Caves is
a beautifully illustrated introduction to the oldest art of
Western Europe: the very ancient paintings found in caves.
Lawson offers an up to date overview of the geographical
distribution of the sites and their significance within the varied
network of Palaeolithic art.
This book, based on authoritative sources and reports, links
environmental communication to different fields of
competence: environment, sustainability, journalism, mass
media, architecture, design, art, green and circular economy,
public administration, big event management and legal
language. The manual offers a new, scientifically based
perspective, and adopts a theoretical-practical approach,
providing readers with qualified best practices, case studies
and 22 exclusive interviews with professionals. A fluent style
of writing leads the readers through specific details, enriching
their knowledge without being boring. As such it is an
excellent preparatory and interdisciplinary academic tool
intended for university students, scholars, professionals, and
anyone who would like to know more on the matter.
Rock art is one of the most visible and geographically
widespread of cultural expressions, and it spans much of the
period of our species' existence. Rock art also provides rare
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and often unique insights into the minds and visually creative
capacities of our ancestors and how selected rock outcrops
with distinctive images were used to construct symbolic
landscapes and shape worldviews. Equally important, rock art
is often central to the expression of and engagement with
spiritual entities and forces, and in all these dimensions it
signals the diversity of cultural practices, across place and
through time. Over the past 150 years, archaeologists have
studied ancient arts on rock surfaces, both out in the open
and within caves and rock shelters, and social anthropologists
have revealed how people today use art in their daily lives.
The Oxford Handbook of the Archaeology and Anthropology
of Rock Art showcases examples of such research from
around the world and across a broad range of cultural
contexts, giving a sense of the art's regional variability, its
antiquity, and how it is meaningful to people in the recent past
and today - including how we have ourselves tended to make
sense of the art of others, replete with our own
preconceptions. It reviews past, present, and emerging
theoretical approaches to rock art investigation and presents
new, cutting-edge methods of rock art analysis for the student
and professional researcher alike.
Destruction of Cultural Heritage in 19th Century France charts
the destruction of earlier architecture as towns pull down their
walls, build modern houses, welcome railways and, except for
a few scholars, forget about the past. Heritage was largely
scorned, and identity found in modernity, not in the past.

This book illuminates a variety of the key themes
and positions that are developed in the work of art
historian and philosopher Georges Didi-Huberman,
one of the most influential image-theorists of our
time. Beginning with a translated exchange on the
politics of images between
Jacques Rancière and
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Georges Didi-Huberman, the volume further contains
a translation of Didi-Huberman’s essay on Georges
Bataille’s writings on art. The articles in this book
explore the influence of Theodor Adorno and Aby
Warburg on Didi-Huberman’s work, the relationship
between ‘image’ and ‘people', his insights on
witnessing and memory, the theme of phasmids and
his reflections on aura, pathos and the imagination.
Taken as a whole, the book will give readers an
insight into the rich and expansive work of DidiHuberman, beyond the books that are currently
available in English. This book was originally
published as a special issue of Angelaki: Journal of
the Theoretical Humanities.
Tourism Fictions, Simulacra and Virtualities offers a
new understanding of tourism’s interaction with
space, questioning the ways in which fictions,
simulacra and virtualities express tourism in the built
environment and vice versa. Since its beginnings,
tourism has inspired themed built environments that
have a constitutive, and sometimes problematic,
relationship with the “real” world and its architectural
references. This volume questions and rethinks the
different environments constructed or adapted both
for and by tourism exploring the relationship between
the “real” and the “unreal” within the tourist bubble
and the ways in which the real world inspires
simulacra for tourism use. Adopting an
interdisciplinary approach this book touches on a
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wide range of geographical areas, eras and subjects
such as post-socialist tourism in Poland, the
Hawaiian imaginary in Las Vegas, Rio de Janeiro’s
Little Africa, as well as multiple instances of virtual
reality in tourism. This timely and innovative volume
will be of great interest to upper level students,
researchers and academics in tourism, architecture,
cultural studies, geography and heritage studies.
A general overview of the theoretical and institutional
history of the discipline of art history. Refuting the
image of art history as a discipline in crisis, Preziosi
asserts that many of the dilemmas and
contradictions of art history today are not new but
can be traced back to problems surrounding the
founding of the discipline, its institutionalization, and
its academic expansion since the 1870s. "Donald
Preziosi has written a timely and incisive study of the
methods and assumptions of art history in the
modern period. As the book unfolds, one realizes
that art history was never as unitary and monolithic
as the phrase 'the discipline of art history' suggests,
but is in fact a complicated and highly contradictory
range of practices whose disciplinary coherence may
be more mythical than real. This is a deliberately
discomforting book; however, for its clearsightedness, rigor, and wit, it is a book to be
welcomes by everyone concerned with the present
condition and future direction of visual
studies."--Norman Bryson, Harvard University "An
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important and courageous book, Rethinking Art
History is a rigorous and original contribution to the
current post-structuralist and postmodernist debates
in cultural studies here and abroad."--Steven Z.
Levine, Bryn Mawr College "Through this kind of
reading of the discourse of art history, Preziosi
provides some acute analysis of the metaphors and
stratagems which continue to discipline the discipline
of art history."
The earth's subsurface contains abundant and active
microbial biomass, living in water, occupying pore
space, and colonizing mineral and rock surfaces.
Caves are one type of subsurface habitat, being
natural, solutionally- or collapse-enlarged openings
in rock. Within the past 30 years, there has been an
increase in the number of microbiology studies from
cave environments to understand cave ecology,
cave geology, and even the origins of life. By
emphasizing the microbial life of caves, and the
ecological processes and geological consequences
attributed to microbes, this book provides the first
authoritative and comprehensive account of the
microbial life of caves for students, professionals,
and general readers.
Since its publication in 1996, The Oxford Companion
to Archaeology has firmly established itself as the
standard reference work in the field of archaeology,
selling nearly 15,000 copies to date and remaining a
favorite among students, scholars, and anyone
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interested in archaeology. In 700 entries, the second
edition provides thorough coverage to historical
archaeology, the development of archaeology as a
field of study, and the ways the discipline works to
explain the past. In addition to these theoretical
entries, other entries describe the major excavations,
discoveries, and innovations, from the discovery of
the cave paintings at Lascaux to the deciphering of
Egyptian hieroglyphics and the use of luminescence
dating. Much has changed in the field since 1996.
Recent developments in methods and analytical
techniques (e.g., laser-based mapping and survey
systems, new applications of the scanning electron
microscope) have revolutionized the ways
excavations are performed. Cultural tourism, cultural
resource management, heritage, and conservation
have been redefined as areas within archaeology,
and have had new emphasis given them by scholars
and administrators. Major new sites have expanded
our understanding of prehistory and human
developments through time. The second edition
explores each of these advances in the field, adding
approximately 200 entries and exanding the total
work to three volumes. Neil Asher Silberman, a
renowned practicing archaeologist, author, and
scholar, and a board member for the first edition, is
the editor in chief. In addition to significant
expansion, first-edition entries have been thoroughly
revised and updated to reflect the progress that has
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been made in the last decade and a half
Prehistoric rock art is the markings - paintings,
engravings, or pecked images - left on rocks or cave
walls by ancient peoples. In this book, Paul G. Bahn
provides a richly illustrated overview of prehistoric
rock art and cave art from around the world.
Summarizing the recent advances in our
understanding of this extraordinary visual record, he
discusses new discoveries, new approaches to
recording and interpretation, and current problems in
conservation. Bahn focuses in particular on current
issues in the interpretation of rock art, notably the
"shamanic" interpretation that has been influential in
recent years and that he refutes. This book is based
on the Rhind Lectures that the author delivered for
the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland in 2006.
This book provides a survey of the architecture and
urbanism of Provence during the Roman era.
Provence, or "Gallia Narbonensis" as the Romans
called it, was one of the earliest Roman colonies in
Western Europe. In this book, James C. Anderson,
jr. examines the layout and planning of towns in the
region, both those founded by the Romans and
those redeveloped from native settlements. He
provides an in-depth study of the chronology, dating,
and remains of every type of Roman building for
which there is evidence in Provence. The stamp of
Roman civilization is apparent today in such cities as
Orange, Nimes, and Arles, where spectacular
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remains of bridges, theaters, fora, and temples attest
to the sophisticated civilization that existed in this
area during the imperial period and late antiquity.
This book focuses on the remains of buildings that
can still be seen, exploring decorative elements and
their influence from Rome and local traditions, as
well as their functions within the urban environment.
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Dordogne, Bordeaux &
the Southwest Coast will lead you straight to the best
attractions this beautiful part of the world has to
offer. Taste the best vineyards, discover prehistoric
cave paintings, and indulge in the flavors of
Aquitaine's local produce and classic dishes. Explore
the major sites, beaches, and resorts with town-bytown listings and practical information on getting
around by train, boat, and bike. Discover DK
Eyewitness Travel Guide: Dordogne, Bordeaux & the
Southwest Coast. + Detailed itineraries and "don'tmiss" destination highlights at a glance. + Illustrated
cutaway 3-D drawings of important sights. + Floor
plans and guided visitor information for major
museums. + Guided walking tours, local drink and
dining specialties to try, things to do, and places to
eat, drink, and shop by area. + Area maps marked
with sights and restaurants. + Insights into history
and culture to help you understand the stories
behind the sights. + Suggested day trips and
itineraries to explore beyond the cities and town. +
Hotel and restaurant listings highlight DK Choice
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special recommendations. With hundreds of fullcolor photographs, hand-drawn illustrations, and
custom maps that illuminate every page, DK
Eyewitness Travel Guide: Dordogne, Bordeaux & the
Southwest Coast truly shows you this region as no
one else can.
A photographic and scientific tour of the cave of
Lascaux, a treasure trove of ancient wall paintings
that was discovered by chance in 1940, discusses
what the cave reveals about the Old Stone Age and
its animal world of some 18,000 years ago. 15,000
first printing.
The Cave Painters is a vivid introduction to the
spectacular cave paintings of France and Spain—the
individuals who rediscovered them, theories about
their origins, their splendor and mystery. Gregory
Curtis makes us see the astonishing sophistication
and power of the paintings and tells us what is
known about their creators, the Cro-Magnon people
of some 40,000 years ago. He takes us through
various theories—that the art was part of fertility or
hunting rituals, or used for religious purposes, or was
clan mythology—examining the ways interpretations
have changed over time. Rich in detail, personalities,
and history, The Cave Painters is above all
permeated with awe for those distant humans who
developed—perhaps for the first time—both the ability
for abstract thought and a profound and beautiful
way to express it.
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French and Spanish Upper Paleolithic cave art was
drawn forty thousand to eleven thousand years ago,
and it was motivated by climate change. Kieran D.
O'Hara, a geologist and professor emeritus at the
University of Kentucky, explains why we know that to
be true in this groundbreaking book. His goal isn't to
explore the meaning of cave art but to show why it
was done. While many scholars argue that the art
depicted in these caves don't depict the animals of
that period, O'Hara argues just the opposite - putting
forth the controversial theory that the cave paintings
accurately reflect the climate and animals that
existed alongside the artists. For far too long, cave
art specialists have incorrectly concluded that cave
art doesn't match up with the reality of life at the time
because they've been comparing archaeological
bone remains with cave imagery of a different age.
Paleolithic people survived through the most severe
swings in climate this planet has experienced in the
past two million years, and it was a major factor in
what cave artists depicted. Examine the facts, and
discover a new interpretation with Cave Art and
Climate Change.
The breathtakingly beautiful art created deep inside
the caves of western Europe has the power to
dazzle even the most jaded observers. Emerging
from the narrow underground passages into the
chambers of caves such as Lascaux, Chauvet, and
Altamira, visitors are confronted with symbols,
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patterns, and depictions of bison, woolly mammoths,
ibexes, and other animals. Since its discovery, cave
art has provoked great curiosity about why it
appeared when and where it did, how it was made,
and what it meant to the communities that created it.
David Lewis-Williams proposes that the explanation
for this lies in the evolution of the human mind. CroMagnons, unlike the Neanderthals, possessed a
more advanced neurological makeup that enabled
them to experience shamanistic trances and vivid
mental imagery. It became important for people to
"fix," or paint, these images on cave walls, which
they perceived as the membrane between their
world and the spirit world from which the visions
came. Over time, new social distinctions developed
as individuals exploited their hallucinations for
personal advancement, and the first truly modern
society emerged. Illuminating glimpses into the
ancient mind are skillfully interwoven here with the
still-evolving story of modern-day cave discoveries
and research. The Mind in the Cave is a superb
piece of detective work, casting light on the darkest
mysteries of our earliest ancestors while
strengthening our wonder at their aesthetic
achievements.
Journey through the Ice Age not only offers an
invaluable synthesis of our current state of
knowledge about Paleolithic people and the societies
in which they lived, but also presents a visual feast
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of imagery. The text is illustrated with unsurpassed
photography of the late Jean Vertut whose photos
have never before been published on this scale.
Like previous series entries, this volume covers rock
art research and management all over the world over
a 5-year period, in this case 2015-19. Contributions
once again show the wide variety of approaches that
have been taken in different parts of the world and
reflect the expansion and diversification of
perspectives and research questions.
This monograph on the Central European
Magdalenian aims to provide a comprehensive
overview of the archaeological record of this period.
It sheds new light on five regional groups between
the Rhône valley to the west and the Vistula-valley to
the east, which existed roughly between 20,000 and
14,000 years ago. Readers will discover that these
groups are characterized with regard to their
environmental setting (including faunal and
vegetational aspects), lithic raw material and mollusk
shell procurement, typology, technology and artesian
craftworks. The work also explores an alternative
interpretation of bidirectional recolonization from
both Franco-Cantabria and Eastern Central Europe
after the Last Glacial Maximum. This book will
appeal to researchers and scholars in archaeology
and cognate fields.
Presents some current approaches to prehistoric art
and offers new insights into the meanings and
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functions of the era's paintings and sculptures.
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: France will lead you
straight to the best attractions the country has to
offer. Packed with photographs, illustrations, and
detailed street-by-street maps of the major cities and
towns, this fully updated guidebook will help you to
discover France region-by-region, from Champagne
in the north to the sun-blessed corner of Provence
and the Cote d'Azur. DK's insider travel tips and
essential local information will help you discover
more about your destinations, from the world-class
architecture of the Louvre to the island-life of Corsica
to the rich culture, history, art, wine, and food of this
charming country. Comprehensive listings include
the best hotels, chateaus, resorts, restaurants,
cafes, and nightlife in each region for all budgets.
What's new in DK Eyewitness Travel Guides: -New
itineraries based on length of stay, regional
destinations, and themes. -Brand-new hotel and
restaurants listings including DK's Choice
recommendations. -Restaurant locations plotted on
redrawn area maps and listed with sights.
-Redesigned and refreshed interiors make the
guides even easier to read. With hundreds of fullcolor photographs, hand-drawn illustrations, and
custom maps that illuminate every page, DK
Eyewitness Travel Guide: France truly shows you
this country as no one else can. Now available in
PDF format.
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Cet ouvrage propose la première synthèse
documentée et largement accessible sur la vie dans
l'Europe de la préhistoire. La période considérée, qui
s'étale de 40 000 à 10 000 avant notre ère, est
marquée par la rencontre entre Néandertaliens et
Cro Magnons. Bien des mutations s'ensuivent. Mais
on n'est plus dans l'ordre de la seule évolution
biologique. Ce sont de véritables cultures et
civilisations qui s'enchaînent. L'étude poussée des
données matérielles disponibles permet désormais
de leur conférer une histoire réelle. Cet ouvrage
retrace l’évolution des compétences techniques,
des gestes sociaux, des rituels religieux et surtout,
des aspects esthétiques des peuples chasseurs aux
agriculteurs sédentaires, avec à chaque fois un
"esprit" différent. Les fresques de Lascaux ou la
Grotte Chauvet en sont de fabuleux témoignages.
Archeologia dei relitti postmedievali / Archaeology of
Post-Medieval Shipwrecks, a cura di Carlo Beltrame
Il volume, che raccoglie undici contributi di
archeologi marittimi di molti paesi, ha l’obiettivo di
accendere i riflettori sulle enormi potenzialità dei
relitti di età storica, mettendo a confronto, da un lato,
approcci diversi (di ambito mediterraneo ma anche
statunitense, australiano e nord europeo), dall’altro,
contesti archeologici con caratteristiche altrettanto
diverse per l’ambiente di giacitura e per l’impiego
civile o militare dell’imbarcazione. Gli studi,
diacronici ma incentrati sul Cinquecento e
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sull’Ottocento, coprono le varie sfaccettature
dell’indagine storica dei relitti di età postmedievale
quali la costruzione navale, il commercio e la vita di
bordo, ma anche aspetti di tipo squisitamente
metodologico quali l’archeologia sperimentale
navale. Si tratta di una novità assoluta per l’editoria
scientifica italiana in cui questo particolare, ma molto
promettente, ambito della ricerca archeologica non
aveva ancora trovato adeguato spazio.
This book is one of a series of volumes resulting
from the World Archaeological Congress, September
1986 which addressed world archaeology in its
widest sense, investigating how people lived in the
past and how and why changes took place to result
in the forms of society and culture which exist now.
The series brought together archaeologists and
anthropologists from many parts of the world,
academics from contingent disciplines, and also nonacademics from a wide range of cultural
backgrounds who could lend their own expertise to
the discussions. This book is an exploration of the
way in which the animal world features in the works
of art of a variety of cultures of different times and
places. Contributors have adopted a variety of
perspectives for looking at the complex ways in
which past and present humans have interrelated
with beings they classify as animals. Some of the
approaches are predominantly economic and
ecological, some are symbolic and others
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philosophical or theological. All these different views
are included in the interpretation of the artworks of
the past, revealing some of the foci and inspirations
of cultural attitudes to animals. Originally published
1989.
The Cambridge World Prehistory provides a
systematic and authoritative examination of the
prehistory of every region around the world from the
early days of human origins in Africa two million
years ago to the beginnings of written history, which
in some areas started only two centuries ago.
Written by a team of leading international scholars,
the volumes include both traditional topics and
cutting-edge approaches, such as archaeolinguistics
and molecular genetics, and examine the essential
questions of human development around the world.
The volumes are organised geographically, exploring
the evolution of hominins and their expansion from
Africa, as well as the formation of states and
development in each region of different technologies
such as seafaring, metallurgy and food production.
The Cambridge World Prehistory reveals a rich and
complex history of the world. It will be an invaluable
resource for any student or scholar of archaeology
and related disciplines looking to research a
particular topic, tradition, region or period within
prehistory.
This is the third in the five-yearly series of surveys of
what is happening in rock art studies around the
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world. As always, the texts reflect something of the
great differences in approach and emphasis that
exist in different regions. The volume presents
examples from Europe, Asia, Africa, and the New
World. During the period in question, 1999 to 2004,
there have been few major events, although in the
field of Pleistocene art many new discoveries have
been made, and a new country added to the select
list of those with Ice Age cave art. Some regions
such as North Africa and the former USSR have
seen a tremendous amount of activity, focusing not
only on recording but also on chronology, and the
conservation of sites. With the global increase of
tourism, the management of rock art sites that are
accessible to the public is a theme of ever-growing
importance.
A collection of forty-six papers papers in honour of
Professor Jacek Lech, compiled in recognition of his
research and academic career as well as his inquiry
into the study of prehistoric flint mining, Neolithic flint
tools (and beyond), and the history of archaeology.
The Archaeology Hotspots series offers readerfriendly and engaging narratives of the archaeology
in particular countries. Written by archaeological
experts with a general reader in mind, each book in
the series focuses on what has been found and by
whom, what the controversies and scandals have
been, ongoing projects, and how it all fits into a
broader view of the history of the country. In
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Archaeology Hotspot France, Georgina Muskett
provides insight into the vibrant and varied collection
of archaeological sites and monuments in France.
From the presence of the first humans to the royal
dynasty of the Merovingians, this book takes readers
into the histories, mysteries, and scandals of these
illustrious sites, as well as covering the latest
discoveries, early pioneers, and the innovations for
which French archaeology is famous. The stunning
cave art of Lascaux, the engineering excellence of
the Pont-du-Gard and the amphora-laden shipwreck
at Madrague de Giens are among the wealth of
archaeological sites to be discovered.
The 1980s witnessed exciting developments in
theoretical writing in Western archaeology. Where
previous decades were dominated by the AngloAmerican perspective, or "New Archaeology", the
recent years showed the European debate grow in
confidence and vitality. This book, published in 1991,
captures this spirit of debate as contributors from a
wide cross-section of countries evaluate the
development of the distinctly national and European
characteristics of archaeology and assess future
directions. Contributors consider an extensive range
of ideologies and viewpoints, stressing the
fundamentally historical emphasis and social
construction of European archaeology. The
development of archaeological theory is traced, with
specific emphasis on factors which differ from
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country to country. Ultimately, it argues that the most
active response to archaeology is to celebrate theory
within a constantly critical mode. A great insight into
the development of theory.
The prehistoric site of Le Placard, Southwest
France, was first explored 150 years. 19th-century
excavations almost emptied the cavity, now
surprisingly ill-known. This 150-year milestone
grants an opportunity to look back at this exceptional
site and what it can tell us about the Late
Pleistocene hunting and gathering societies who
dwelt there.
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